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内容概要

"The new book edited by Kellerman et al。 follows the established tradition of academic excellence in this field
，The contributions to the volume range from informative to absolutely fascinating，It is very timely and certainly
accomplishes the goals set by the editors within the auspices of the MATRA project。 To date， the volume
，stands out as the most vivid account of the current developments in the candidate countries and the the new
Member States， providing an impressive overview of the similarity of problems all these countries are facing。"
-Dimitry Kochenov， University of Groningen， European Law Books 　　In 2004， ten countries joined the
European Union as Member States and five others （Bulgaria， Croatia， Romania， Serbia and Montenegro，
and Turkey） had or received (precandidate country status。 EU accession requires significant adaptations in the
laws and policies of a country。 In order to analyse the impact of these developments and support the countries
concerned， the T。M。C。 Asser Institute in The Hague initiated a project which started in early 2003 and
concluded during the Dutch EU presidency in October 2004。 The fifteen country reports resulting from that
project， written by national experts and updated by the volume editors， are presented in this book。 As a
comparative study of these countries， this is an excellent guide for the preparation of the national legal orders for
EU accession， for briefing and training civil servants， judges， practitioners， officials of international
organizations， and will be of great interest to academics and post-graduate students。
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